1. Department Publications:
Faculty and students of IT department both are actively involved in presenting papers of the work done in National/ international conferences and journals:


7) Vijaylakshmi.S.Jigajinni, Dr.S.M.Jigajinni “Combined effect of electrical signal and accumulator in hydraulic cylinder” at 40th National conference on „Fluid Mechanics and Fluid Power FMFP-2013” Dec 12-14 2013 at NIT Hamirpur (HP)

8) Santosh B. K, J. D. Mallapur, Supriya H, and Tej H, “Optimization of fuzzy cluster nodes in cellular multimedia networks”, Proceedings of International Conference on signal processing, communication and networking (ICSPCN-2013), 05th - 06th June 2013,


**Some of the students publications:**

- Presented papers at SRISTI-2012 during 3rd to 5th May 2012 at Shayadhri Engg. College, Mangalore.
  Students: Sagar Sarvade, Anusha R.T, Samiskha T, Rajashekhar

- Won consolation prize in Project exhibition at SRISTI-2012 during 3rd to 5th May 2012 at Shayadhri Engg College, Mangalore.
  Guide: Mrs. Vijaylakshmi.S.J
  Students: Anuroopa K, Sandra R

- 8th semester students published a paper titled “ARM Processor based soil color sensing and identification system” at International conference on electrical, electronics, computer science, management and mechanical engineering ICE2CSM2E-2014 on 4th May at Pune, India and won 2nd best paper award.
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